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ABOUT THE COMPANY
Santostefano by Italo Ferretti is specialized in
designing, producing and distributing around the
globe the finest italian sartorial neckties,
accessories and garments for the modern
Gentleman. For over forty years has been
operating in the luxury men’s clothing market and
for a long time we produced for brands such as
Brioni which allowed it to establish as an
international brand.

THE HISTORY

THE HISTORY

In the early 60’s, Italo Ferretti leaves his native Silvi, in Abruzzo, and moves to Milan, where he
notices the huge demand for ties in the textile market and starts his distribution from
Como to Central Italy: it soon became a huge success.
Italo Ferretti started at the highest level of activity in the field of fashion and luxury, thanks to
his great creativity.
The true success of Italo Ferretti began in the early 70s from a collaboration with Brioni. Italo
was commissioned to create, produce and distribute the collection of silk neckties and
accessories.
With the desire to expand the company outside of Italy, Italo Ferretti first went to Canada and
the United States, than the rest of the world. Later becoming one of the most
recognised and appreciated brands in the men’s fashion market.
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Today the company Headquarters are still in Silvi Marina (not very far from the Santostefano
area where the the first Italo Ferretti workshop was in the 60s), and since 2019 it’s
Carlo, Italo’s first son who guides the Company, together with his two brothers Federico
and Giacomo.
FIND MORE ON WWW.ITALOFERRETTI.COM
Carlo Ferretti / CEO

OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

A TIE WITH 3 PATENTS
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The beating heart of our production,
the dominant feature of our
history. Italo Ferretti ties are
conceived as real pieces of #ART,
starting from a sketch drawn by
hand in hundreds of colours
combinations. The dyed yarns
are twisted by special tambours,
that can protect and enhance
the best silks, perfect
combination of softness and
strength. Silk, plissé, patchwork
fabrics, woven texture and more
are the raw material from which
we use to create with love and
dedication our timeless style
masterpieces.

OUR PRODUCTS

«As in the best tradition of Made in
Italy, quality, attention to details
and craftsmanship can create real
masterpieces of timeless style.»

BOWTIES AND MORE
Bowties, cummerbunds, pocket squares in different designs and colour
combinations. Scarves wrapped with the most noble cashmere, silk foulards, a
precious and refined fragrance.
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OUR PRODUCTS

GARMENTS
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The creative imagination of Italo Ferretti has led to the creation of multiple garments with a refined flavour, perfectly in line with the
unmistakable Italo Ferretti style. From finely finished materials, unique creations for every occasion are created: t-shirt, polo, bomber jacket,
jogging suit, robes, refinement has no limits for Santostefano by Italo Ferretti to meet your every demand. Large gala dinners, exclusive parties or
important weddings, Italo Ferretti has no limits and enables “ad hoc” for every event. The highly distinctive Italo Ferretti brand encourages
clients to ask for the most unusual and extravagant variations.

OUR PRODUCTS

PACKAGING
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To cope with our customers’
numerous wishes, often
extravagant and never
predictable, Italo Ferretti has
created within his company, an
entire section dedicated to
packaging.
Where shopping bags, boxes
and advertising gadgets with
customised logos, cards,
colours and sizes are produced
according to the precise
designs of our customers.

OUR PRODUCTS
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MTM SERVICE
In order to more closely fulfill the
desires of our customers, we have
created a tailored program to offer a
collection of fabrics within a fine
wooden chest, for urgent orders
achievable in 2/3 weeks

OUR CLIENTS
From Silvi Marina, a small city in Abruzzo in Italy, since 1967, Mr Italo conquered Canada and The United States where now he finds
his most fond clients.

OUR CLIENTS

Praised for his numerous patents, some of which are still used in the Italo Ferretti ties, the brand is now spreading throughout the
world including Europe, Asia, Japan, Russia, and Middle East.
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CANADA
10%

EUROPE
25%

USA
40%

RUSSIA
15%

ASIA
5%

MIDDLE EAST
5%

SHOWROOM

MILANO

SHOWROOM

Via Manzoni 43
Milano (MI) 20021
Tel: +39 02 87074884
Mobile: +39 392 0329514
davidbelmonte@italoferretti.it

NEW YORK
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435 5th Avenue
6th floor
New York (NY) 10016
info@italoferretti.it

SILVI MARINA

Via Nazionale Adriatica Sud 177,
Silvi Marina (TE) 64029
Tel: +39 085 9352700
Tel: +39 085 9351905
info@italoferretti.it

CONTACT US

“Luxury is the ability to blend ideas, skills and expertise with the most renowned brands and
smart personalities in the retail world. It’s thanks to originality and high-level knowledge and
experience that someone can achieve unique and extremely refined luxury products".
Mr. Italo Ferretti

